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Note: Corrections to these provisional minutes should be 

sent to Mr* Richards, room '403, "within 48 hours of 

their distribution or as soon as possible thereafter. 



1 ALLOGAÎION: OF FUNDS (Document EB2/17) 

Agenda). 

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretariat), elucidating 

at the ninth meeting, Said that the General Assëmbly of the United 

Nations had, at its second session, referred to the Advisory Committee 

on Administrative and Budgetary Questions the problem of payment of 

travelling expenses and subsistence allowances to members of 

commissions, for consideration and report to the Third General Assembly, 

The findings of the Advisory Committee.wecontained in its first 

report of 1948 to the General Assembly, from which he quoted paragraph 

59 as that bearing closest од the subject under discussion. 

Mr, Siegel also quoted from document A/670, the report of the 

Fifth Committee to the General Assembly on this question,: and read 

the resolution recojnmended to the General Assembly^ He gave 

in extenso the schedülé appended to the report, stating how the decisions 

contained therein applied* to organs and sub-organs of the United Nations. 

Dr. HYDE proposed,that WHO should follow the procedure of the United 

• • ^ • ： ,> • 

Nations in the matter and.that the Director-General should be requested 

• • . . 

to furnish a statement, of.how that practice could be applied to the 

different regional organizations of ЩО^ 

Dr. HYDE's proposal was seconded by Mr. LINDSAY and Dr. de PAULA 

SOUZA. 
• » ； 

Dr. van den BERG, referring to the working capital fund, said that 

he agreed with Mr* Siegel on a-major point, namely, that the fund afforded 

no possibility of making available monies which could not be found else-

where. The fund merely provided machinery to make possible the spending 

in a given year of money which wag provided in the next' yeàr^s budget. 

He welcomed the support which had been given by Dr. Stámpar to his 

suggestion that a paper should be prepared by the Secretariat outlining 

the whole financial relationship between the central and regional 

(Item 7 of the Provisional 

「 ： 4 v々， 

a point raised by Dr. Hyde 

organizations of WHO, 



The CHAIRMAN said that the point under immediate consideration was 

the proposal of Dr. Hyde. 

Decision: That the practice of the United Nations in the matter 

of travel allowances and subsistence expenses should be followed 

and that the Secretariat should be requested to furnish a report 

as to how that practice could be made' applicable to the different 

regional organizations of Ш 0 . 

Regional Offices (Paragraph 23 Document EB2/17) 

The CHAIRMAN, referring to Clause (a) of-paragraph 2, document 

EB2/17 ： ftAllocation for .administration of those regional organizations 

which are to be established in the near future^" recalled that Mr. 

Lindsay had proposed that $100,000. should be reserved cut of the 

$300,000 allocated for regional offices• 

Mr. LINDSAY (Alternate to Dr. Mackenzie), in reply to a request by 

Dr, Hyde for an explanation of the effect of putting aside an amount of 

$100,000, said that he had put forward, as a basis for discussion, a 

proposal for reserving that sum on the assumption that there might be 

four regional offices established in the near future, as against the 

possible six offices for which the $300,000 had been provided. The four 

offices he had in mind were those for South East Asia and the Eastern 

Mediterranean^ with the Pan American Sanitary Bureau and possibly the 

Administrative Office for Europe. 

Dr. HYDE recalled that it had been made clear at the World Health 

Assembly that the Administrative Office for Europe was not a regional 

office in the- sense of the Constitution. It could not therefore be 

considered as a regional office for the purpose of a budgetary allocation. 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with Dr. Hyde arid confirmed that the Administ-

rative Office for Europe did not come within the scope of the allocation 

for regional offices. It had been suggested that the |200,000 should, 

be made available either for existing regional organizations like the 

Pan American Sanitary Bureau, or for offices which had already been 



constituted, such as the South East üsia office, or for those in the 

initial stages such as the Eastern Mediterranean. The remaining $100,000 

would be at the disposal of the Director-General for the development at 

a later stage of other regional organizations. 

Dr. EVANG considered that Dr. Hydef s observations had raised a 

question of considerable importance, on which a statement should be made 

by the Secretariat. He pointed out that the initial agreement .with the 

Pan American Sanitary Bureau constituted a working arrangement, but that 

the Bureau would not become a regional office in the sense of the Cons-

titution until final integration. The working arrangement did not , 

however, preclude the possibility of the Organization's financing some 

of the work of PASB. 

Dr. MANI stated that if all the contemplated regional organizations 

had not come into being by the end of 1949, the balance of $100,000 should 

be made available for those which had been established during that year. 

The CHàXRMkN agreed with the view expressed by Dr. Mani. 

Dr. Z0ZAÏA. asked for clarification of the statement that the Pan 

American Sanitary Bureau would not become a regional office in the sense 

of the Constitution after receipt of the necessary fourteen ratifications. 

The CMIRMAN said that Dr. Evang ls remarks were not to be construed 

as meaning that the Pan American Sanitary Bureau would net receive funds 

from ТОЮ. The question at issue was the position of PASB from the 

constitutional point of view. 

Dr. HYDE said that a distinction must be made between the complete 

and final integration of the Bureau with WHO, and the Bureau1s serving 

as a regional office of WHO. Attention had been paid to the financial 

aspect in the agreement. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to Dr. Evang, said it was clear that 

under the initial agreement the Pan American Bureau did not, in the 

constitutional sense, Ьессяпе a regional office of WHO, Article 45 of 

the Constitution required that "each regional organization shall be an 

integral part of the Organization in accordance with this Constitution.” 

The initial agreement did not bring the Pan American Sanitary Bureau 

into WHO as an integral part of the Organization. That stage had not 

been reached on the signing of the initial agreement which, however, 

was a step towards integration. 

As regards the Administrative Office for Europe, the official title 

of which was the "Special Temporary Administrative Office for Europe", 

it was not in the same category at all as à regional office. 

Decision: It was agreed to allocate #200,000 for the financing of 

existing regional organizatipns or these to be established in the 

near future, the remaining $100,000 to be put aside for the develop-

ment of additional regional organizations. In the event of such 

additional regional organizations not being established the balance 

of $100,000 was to be made available, at the discretion of tho 

Director-General9 for the existing organizations. 

The CHAIRM/iN, in reply to Dr, GE/xR, agreed that further consideration 

would be given to the qiesrtion during discussion of the 1949 budget at 

subsequent meetings of the Executive Board, 

With reference to Dr. van den BERG's proposal that a paper should 

be prepared by the Secretariat, outlining the financial relationship 

between the central and regional organizations of TOO, the CHAIRMiiN said 

that he felt that such a work could best be done by a small working group. 

In a discussion as to whether it was appropriate to sot up a working 

group at the present time, Dr. Mani expressed the opinion that the time 

was not yet ripe to formulate specific relationships between the central 
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office and regional organizations which did not yet exist, and that it 

would be preferable to do so on the basis of actual working experience. 

Dr. HÏDE felt that the establishment of regional offices necessitated 

certain provisional planning, in respect of the types of expenditure 

that would have to be met. 

The CHAIRMAN stressed the fact that there was no intention that the 

working group should formulate a policy, but that it would confine it-

self to preparing a working paper on the financial relationship-between 

the central organization and the regional organizations. 

！ 

M. GROS (United Nations, Observer,) stated that the Co-ordination 

Ccimnittee of the United Nations, presided over by the Secretary-General, 

was to consider the 对 hole question of the regicnal organizations of the 

United Nations and specialised agencies. The results of the 

deliberations of that ccimnittee would be available shortly. 

Dr. EVANG recalled that a proposal had been made to the Committee 

on Programme during the Health Assembly, to the effect that the central 

organization should limit its activities to statutory functions and 

that all other work should be passed to the regional organizations. 

The proposal had been rejected by a large majority, but he thought it 

would be useful for the working party to refer to the discussion that 

had taken place• 

Decision: To set up a working party composed of Dre Dowling, 

Dr, Evang, Dr. Hafezi, Dr. Hyde, Dr. Mani, Dr. Kczusznik and the 

Chairman of the Board, to consider and prepare a report on the 

financial relationship between the central and regional organisations 

of WHO. 
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Advisory and Administration Serv丄ces : to. Governments (Paragraph 3， 

locument EB2/ff) ^ : ~ 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that consideration should.be given paragraph 

by paragraph to. the suggested criteria to be applied by the Direetor-

General in approving programes under which advisory and administration 

services if/ould. be rendered (pn^e 2 of document EB2/17) • 

. • * ‘ 

Dr. MACKENZIE ask气d what was meant by available personnel^ in 

, - ‘ , .* 
the second paragraph on page 2 of document EB2/17. He stressed th© 

extreme importance to WHO, in cases where help was given to governments, 

of sending the very best personnel obtainable for the purpose. 

* ‘ ' •• . . . 

.The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the'phrase fî available personnel15 

meant 'available from any source within, the limits of the Budget”. 

Where possible members cf the staff would be used, but if that were not 

feasible efforts would be тгд.е to obtain other personnel on lo.an for 

' • i . . . • 

short periods' from governments, universities or other sources. 

Dr. HYDE considered, in view of the fact that the Health Assembly 

had given directions on. the overall programe and guidance on how funds 

would be spent in particular fields, that point 妁 о . . 1 of the criteria 

should have been that decisions[ plans or programmes of the World Health 

Assembly, end relative decisions of the Executive board> -were to be taken 

” . • i . • ‘ ‘ 

into account• He was prepared to leave the suggestion, which was 

already expressed in the introductory paragraph of Section 3 / to the 

Drafting Committee. 

The first of the principles enumerated read: 

"Decisions, plans or programmes of United Nations or specialized 

agencies are>to be taken into account, if they relate to the 

subject of a request. 

Decision: Пае paragraph was accepted. 

The second principle read: 

13The importance of the problem to. the total health programme of 

the requesting country. If no plan exists, assistance may be 

offered in developing a plan preliminary to further consideration.'1 
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Decision： The paragraph was accepted subject to the substitution 

of T̂ivhole health釋 for ,ftotal health^^ • 

The third principle read: 

15The relative ability of the country itself to provide the services 

required as measured by the availability of trained personnel, of 

means of training personnel or of foreign currency.л 

Dr. VAUCEL drew attention to the question of foreign currency. Cases 

might occur where a government intended to carry on a certain type of work 

and possessed all essentials -with the exception of the necessary technical 

eQUipment^ which it did not possess the means to purchase from a foreign 

country. He mshed to know what assistance WHO could render in such a 

case. There appeared to be two solutions； first for YiHO to supply the 

equipment, or secondly, for the government to provide the required sums 

in its local•currency and for WHO to supply the equivalent foreign currency. 

« ’ 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the point involved the viiolo question 

of supply by Ш 0 , lAñich had not yet been determinede Many requests had 

been received from governments for extensive material under the 1949 pro-

gramme and the Board would have to consider to what extent the Organization 

. » 

should go into the field, of supply. It could do so, but buying for coun-

tries in foreign currencics and cc lie с ting in local currencies "was a com-

plicated financial transaction which would require a considerable increase 

in personnel. His view was that it was hardly то.thin the competence of 

TOO to accept local currency for purchase of material in another currency. 

He quoted, in that connexion, the directions of the. health Assembly 

(Document A/89 Rev. 1, paragraph VI ) : 

哪 i t h respect to advisory and administration services to govern-

ments the Üirector-General shall, in consultation with receiving 

governments^ take steps to recover such cost of materials, supplies 

and equipment furnished by the Organization out of the sums appro-

priated under this section as these governments are able to repay ’ 

and shall report to the next Health assembly the sums as recovered.51 “ 

No funds had been appropriated as yet for this service by the Board. 

Dr. HYDE wished to be assured that the expression «relativo ability" 

would be interpreted as a measure of intellectual as well as financial 

ability, as countries in a sound financial position might nevertheless 



desire such services. 

The DIRECTCE-CffiNERAL assumed that Dr. Hyde was speaking not only for 

the United States but also for groups of countries which were in a similar 

position. He suggested that the discussion should be based on the situa-

tion of those countries which would ordinarily be ruled out i f the criter-

ion were their ability to pay for services. 

Dr. MACKENZIE mentioned the discussion by the Administration and 

finance Oonmittee of the Health Assembly, at which it had been agreed that 

governments might ordinarily be asked to.meet the expendable supplies in-

volved in teams going into their countries, as contrasted with the team 

equipment which would be borne by Щ 0 . 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to a question by Dr. VAÜCEL As to vittat 

extent groups of countries i^iich were poorly placed in regard to procurement 

of foreign currency could receive assistance f̂ oiji WHO, said that in such 

cases, where countries ware unable to repay the Organization for the sup-

ply of materials, those supplies would be limited only by the appropriations 

made by the Executive Board at the request of the particular country. He 

added that i t would be open to the Organization to accept in local curren-

cies such amounts as i t could use advantageously. However, the acceptance 

of local currencies to repay the Organization for such supplies would, to 

the same extent, reduce the amount of such local currency as it would be 

possible to accept in annual contributions to the Organization. He remin-

ded the Board that the Assembly had decided that for 1948 all payments 

would be in United.States dollars or Swiss francs but that for 1949 the 

Director-General would be authorized to accept such amounts of contri-

butions as the Organization was able to use, in local currency. 

• i 

Dr. EVANG said that the Board was not at present in a position to solve 

the problem under discussion. Many countries were in precisely the same 

position as that outlined by Dr. Vaucel and the amounts involved wore con-

siderable . The only practical contribution vdiich WHO could make at the 
present stage was limited to providing the equipment for field teams-
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Decision: The paragraph, was acçepted with, the deletion cf 

the word ""relative" before "ability" ‘ ' “ ‘ 

The next principle read: 
, ‘ • 

"The probability of achieving successful and useful 

resuits^ e g ” malaria services should give priority to 

programmes in areas "where greatest results вал be 

aohieved in increased production of food and increased 

productivity of labour," 

Dr« van den BERQ thought the wording of the paragraph gave the 

impression that production of food was gifeen a greater relative 

importance than malaria control• 

M» GROS (Observer, United Nations) wondered i/diether the paragraph 

addád anything to -what had preceded itî it was quite obvious that 

the Director-General would not initiate any programme if he had not 

taken into account the probability of its success• 

The CHAIRMAN proposed the deletion of the second phrase, so that 

the paragraph would read: "The probability of achieving successful 

and useful results 

Decision: The Chairman重s proposal was accepted. 

The next principle read: ‘ 

"Relevant recommendations of an expert committee* 

Problems may be referred to an expert committee for 

recommendation•M 

Decision: Hie paragraph was accepted iwithout dlecuâsicn* 

The next principle read: 

"There should be reasonable assurance of satisfactory 

co-operation on the part of the Government throughout the 

programme4 Normally^ the Government will be expected to 

contribute to the programme by meeting such costs within 

the country as can be met in domestic currency•“ 

Drt MANI； referring to the last sentence, agreed that that was 

a principle on i/diich the Organization had hitherto been working^ ЩЬ 

felt that it would have certain tmdesirable repercussions • For 

instance, owing to lack of funds^ a country т/diere malaria was rife 

ini^t not be able to put into effect an anti-malaria programmeд 

althou^i It had local experts available f According to the second 

part of this paragraph> WHO would help that covmtzy with foreign 

experts because they* would be paid for in a ourrency other than the 



local currencyд but if local experts were employed, at a quarter the 

cost, the country would have、o pay\ He wondered "whether there was 

a way of avoiding such a situation, as it would make a great difference 

to the health programmes cf certain countries• . 

Dr, STAMPAR expressed the opinion that the retention of the second 

sentence would mean that everything would by paid for by the government 

If foreign experts were sent to a country their living expenses and 

even periiaps transportation costs could be paid for in local currency 

• t 4 

and no help would be needed from Щ О . 

The CHAIRMAN thought the second sentence called for an explanation 

by the Secretariat regarding the obligations of the government and 

Т/ШО respectively, • 

Dr« MANI asked for another point to be dealt with by the 

Secretariat at the same time. Wculd a person lent to a government for, 

say, one year, have his board and lodging paid by the government for 

that period? He remarked that, if the same person romaineci at the 

headquarters he would have to pay his living expenses out of his salary, 

Dr, GOOMAN (Secretariat) said the past and present practice 

regarding the division of expenses between TWHO and the receiving 

country was that when afi expert - т/diether an ad hoc expert or a member 

of the staff 一 was sent to a country at the country^ request, his salary 

or honorarium and travel costs to and from the country wculd be paid by 

WHO； viiilst in the country he would receive basic board and lodging and 

cost of travel m thin the country, or an allowance in lieu thereof • 

Regarding Dr- Mani!s second question, a distinction had to be dra-wn 

according to the duration of the expert^ stay in the country: if less 

than one year, he wculd not be regarded as stationed in the country and 

would continue to draw his salary, the object being to support» his heme 

elsevdiere» He would be in the same position as members of the Executive 



Board attending meetings in Geneva » I f officially stationed in a 
» •： • • 

country, however, he wçuld not receive any allowances # 

Dré DÜJARRIC de la RIVIERE tiiou^it it was obvious that when the 

expenses of an expert were paid by the host country they would be paid 

in local currency• 

In reply to a question by Drt STAMPAR, Dr# GOODMAN explained that 

up to 1 September persons permanently allocated to TSHO field missions 

had received an allowance to cover the basie cost of food and lodging 

and, yhen necessary, laundry. Under the new regulations they did not 

receive such an allowance but, in cases -where expenses were much higher 

than at headquarters, they received a cost-of-living differential； 

which, under the terms of the signed agreements vath governments, was 

paid in local currency by the government concernedé 

Dr# MACKENZIE thought a more precise definition was nee4ed and 

that an invitation to a country to share in the services provided by 

1WH0 should be accompanied by a definite statement regarding -vdiat 

expenses the country would incur by having a mission or an expert » 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with D14 Mackenzie and said that, "whilst 

awaiting the circulation to members of a supplementary note prepared by 

the Secretariat, the Board could proceed to discussion of the next 

para gramil, which read: 

"The Government should be expected to give reasonable 

assurance that the programme will be continued; especially 

that the Government has, or will estabXi3h, a health 

organization with personnel ànd financial support adequate 

to continue the programme 

Dr# EVANG said it yrould net be necessary to continue the programme 

if the problem had been solved, and suggested the insertion of the words 

" if pecessary"• The CHAIRMAN agreed that a reservation should be made 

regarding the continuation of a programme. 
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Drç HYDE proposed that the paragraph shculd be amended to read: 

"Hie Government should be expected to give reasonable assurance that 

the programme m i l be continued "vdiere appropriate； # • . " 

Вгщ EVANG asked t h a t / i n "writing to governments, the Secretariat 

shculd give consideration to constitutional implications regarding 

funds to be made available for such programmes學 

Decision; The paragraph was adopted as amended by Dr. Hyde 

and the Secretariat was asked to take note of Dr# Evang1s 

request• 

The next principle read: 

"Should the requests exceed the available budget, 

every effort will be made to assure equitable distribution» 

This may be accomplished by progressively stricter 

application of tae guiding principles ̂ 11 

Decision; The paragraph -was adopted mthcut discussion. 

Before proceeding to discission cf the next item, the CHAIRMAN 

reminded the Beard that the guiding principles had "net been adopted 

as a -whole; certain amendments had to be made by the Drafting Committee 

• • • . 

and a supplementary note by the Secretariat relating tc one paragraph 

was awaited* 

Technical Services (Fellowships and Medical Literature)t 

(Docment EB2/17 Add 2 ) , 

Dr« HYDE considered it was not necessary for the Board to review 

the document^ having given the Director—General authority to apply 

certain principles and determine the programmes» He therefore 

proposed that the Board should take note of it» 

In reply to a question by Dr? STAMPAR^ Dr，GOODMAN pointed cut the 

references in the document to the requests received from Yugoslavia« 

He explained the difficulties experienced in the production of the 

document and said the 'original requests from govermo^s were available 

for examination by members of the Board» 

Dr. MACKENZIE said there were certain amendments in connexion 



iwith the requests from the United Kingdom iwhich he hoped the Secretariat 

would feke into account t The United. Kingdom had written saying that in . 

principle they wished to share in the services but that a definite reply 

could not be given until the obligations involved were кпошь 

Regarding the Assembly decision that consideration áiould be given 

to asking countries able to do so to contribute towards the cost cf 

felT.OTGb,lps granted to their candidates； Dr-> Mackenzie felt that it 

would be wise to ask countries to make a reasonable ecntributicn» I f 

countries contributed they would appreciate .the service more; the 

ГсС^ош w u l d be more likely to continuo in government servicer and 

it would avoid pauperization• He suggested that a note should be 

included in the letters to governments informing them that they would be 

expected to make a reasonable contribution towards the cost of the 

fellowships• The lack cf information on that point raised difficulties 

for ocuntries, particularly non-self-governing territories, -wishing to 

participate, 

In reply to the CHAIRMAN*S request for the reference to the 

Assembly decision, Dr. Mackenzie said he would look it up and give it 

later » 

Drt EVANG seconded Drf Hyde's proposal that the Board should take 

note of the document, but agreed to the Chairman^ suggestion that the 

Director-General be instructed tç) proceed with the execution cf the 

programmes• 

Dr, STAMPAR said he had no objection^ but asked that Yugoslavials 

request for $10,000 for books should be recorded• 

The CHAIRMAN asked the Secretariat to take note cf Бгл Stampar's 

request» 

Décision! Docmenx, EB2/17 Add«2 was adopted and the 

Director-General authorized to proceed with the 

implementation of the programmes命 
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Dr. MACKENZIE then quoted the reference to the Assembly decision, 

contained in Document A/78 R e v , l ” ïhird Report of the Committee on 

Programme, pr je item л2Д .8 , 3 . 1 « , whieh stated: 

" It is recommended that consideration should be given.to the 

following points in the granting of fellowships: 

(a ) the possibility cf granting fellowships of short 

duration to candidates in key positions； 

(b) the desirability of contributions being made by countries 

in a position to do so, towards the с ost of the fellowships 

granted to their candidates." . 

Dr» EVANG， whilst agreeing that governments should pay part of the 

services, f elt that the rule was not a strict one and was of less 

practical importance in the case of fellowships^ and that ttie Directe» 

General should be given a great deal of discretion, 

Dr« MACKENZIE agreed, but thought it was important, from a practical 

point of view, for a country to. know beforehand the extent of its 

financial obligations• 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with Dr, Mackenziet 

Dr9 MANI referred to the three types of fellowships: fully-paid 

fellowships ; in "which all the coats were borne by ТШО; unpaid fellow-

ships P in i/vhich the country concerned made use of the Fellowship 

Division of the Secretariat but met all the expenses out of its own 

budget； and partly-paid fellowships, by viiicdî  if a government wished • 

to pay a proportion of the cost, it could have fellowships additional 

to the "WHO fully-paid fellowships• There was no definite implication 

that all fellowships were ъо be contributed to by the governments 

concerned; . there was no obligation on the part of a government to pay 



something towards all fellowships • 

Dr% STAMPAR said he was sure Yugoslavia would be prepared to pay-

travelling expenses to any country If they oould be paid in local 

currencyw 

The CHAIRMAN said every country would have its quota and could 

decide on the type of fellowship desired. 

Dre MACKENZIE reiterated his view that information regarding any-

financial obligations "which might fall upon governments in relation 

to fellowships should be conveyed in the invitation• 

Dr, HYDE thought the distribution of fellowships should be made 

in terms of the major рго^галтаез of TÍ/НО rather than on a purely 

geographical basis. The CHAIRMAN reassured him on that points 

In reply to a question by Dr, GEAR, Mr. SIEGEL (Secretariat) 

explained that the difference between the figure of $800,000 shewn 

in document EB2/17 for advisory and demonstration services to 

governments and the 1903,550 shcrwn in document A/89 Rev# 1 represented 

the amount required for the central office staff for those functions% 

Allocation by the Executive Board. 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee on Administration and 

Finance cf the Health Assembly, in approving the allocation to programme^ 

had decided to allocate Ф70 ;000 and left it to the Executive Board to 

authorize the Director-General to make use cf that svm in the ful-

filment of the five programmes * 

Decisions Paragraph 4 of document EB2/17 was adopted• 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that items 7#2, 7_3, and 7 .4 of the agenda 

had been covered in the discussion on allocation of funds9 and that 

item 7 . 1 (document EB2/17 Add.l) had already been dealt with by the 

allocation of $200,000 for regional offices now being established^ 
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2 . HEADQUARTERS AND REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (Documents EB2/24 and 

EB2/24 Adi.2) (Item 13 of the Agenda), 

Dr, STAMPAR proposed that discussion of this item should be 

postponed until Monday, to allow consultation with representatives 
‘ * « 

of the government concerned• This was seconded by Dr, KOZUSZNIK» 

Decision: ÏÏie Board agreed to defer discussion of Item 13 . 

The meetingfrose at 6,15 p»m# 
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1 ALLOCATION OF FUNDS (Document EB2/17) (Item 7 of the Provisional 

Agenda)• 

. . . ' ； . 

Mr,.SIEGEL (Secretariat), elucidating a point raised by Dr> Hyde , , 

. '• i . / ...；, ‘ 
at the ninth meeting, said that the General Assëmbly of the United 

Nations had, at its second session, referred to the Advisory Committee 

on Administrative and Budgetary Questions the problem of payment of 

travelling expenses and subsistence allowances to members of 

commissions, for consideration and' report to the Third General Assembly, 

The findings of the Advisory Committee were contained in its first 

report of 1948 to the. General Assembly, from which he quoted paragraph 
• ‘ “ , *. * . «. 、 . . . ， • * • • . • • •-.. 

• • - • • • • - . . . . г • • • 

59 as that bearing closest on the subject under discussion, 

Mr. Siegei also quoted'from document th^ report of the 

Fifth Committee to the General Assembly on this question, and road 

the resolution recommended to the General Assembly. He； gave 

in extenso the sche'dtiíe appended to the report,, stating how the decisions 
• . < # " * • 

. . . . . . . • • • 、 . • ： 

contained therein ápfJlierd to organs and sub-organs ； o f the United Nations. 
• * » . 

! . ' • ' ' , I 
• . . . 

Dr. HYDE proposed 1jhat WHO should follow the procedure of the United 

• • • . • » * » ； • . 

Nations in the matte)： -that the Director-General should be requested 

to furnish a statement çi;how that practice could be applied to the 

different regional, organizations of WHO.. 
• *" ‘ • ' - . . . . . . ’ . • 

• “ » • ： • .. • •“； ‘ 

t • ： . . . ‘' * • • • ：. 

Dr. HÏDE's proposai' was seconded by -Mr. LINDSAY and Dr。 de PAULA 

SOUZA. 

Dr. van den： BERG, inferring to the . working capital fund, said that 

he agreed with Mr. Siegel on a major point, namely, that the fund afforded 

no possibility of making availably monies whiçh,,could not be found else-

r. • ‘ 、 . … 、 . . , . . . . 

where. The fund merely provided machinery to make possible the spending 

• . . ’ . - -

in a given year of money which was provided in the next year1s budget. 

He welcomed the support which had been given by Dr. Stampar to his 

suggestion that a paper should be prepared by the Secretariat outlining 

the whole financial relationship between the central and regional 

organizations of WHO. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that the point under immediate consideration was 

the. proposal of Dr, Hyde, 

Decision; That the practice of the United Nations in the matter 

.of travel allowances and subsistence expenses should be followed 

and that the Secretariat should be requested to furnish a report 

as to 'how that practice could be made applicable to the different 

regional organizations of "WHO, 

Regional Offices (Paragraph 2’ document' EB2/1?) 

The CHAIRMAN, referring to Clause (a) of paragraph 2, document 

EB2/17 5 "Allocation for .administration of those regional organizations 

. * 
which are to be established in the neçir future5 " recalled that Mr. 

Lindsay had proposed that |100^000 should be reserved out of the 

$-300,000 allocated for regional offices. 

Mr. LINDSAY (Alternate to Dr. Mackenzie), in reply to a request by 

Dr, Hyde for an explanation of the effect of putting aside an amount' of 

$100,ООО^ said that he had put forward^ as a basis for discussion, a 

proposal for reserving that sum on the assumption that there might be 

four regional offices established in the near future^ as against the 

possible six offices for which the $300,000 had been provided。 The four 

offices he had in mind were those for South East Asia,and the Eastern 

Mediterranean^ with the Pan American Sanitary Bureau and possibly the 

Administrative Officefor Europe• 

Dr. HYDE recalled that it had been made clear at the World Health 

Assembly that the Administrative Office for Europe was not a regional 

office in the sense of the Constitution, It could not therefore be 

considered as a regional office for the purpose of a budgetary allocation. 
. * 

t 

The CHMRMAN agreed with Dr. Hyde and confirmed that the Administ-

rative Office for Europe did not•come within the scope of the allocation 

for regional offices. It had been suggested that the |200,000 should 

.be made available either for existing regional organizations like the 

Pan American Sanitary Bureau (as Dr, de Faula Sonza had rightly said at 

the ninth meeting) or for offices which had airea 1/ been 
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constituted, such as the South East office, or for those in the 

initial stages such as the Eastern Mediterranean. The remaining llOQ^OOO 

would be at the disposal of the Director-General for the development at 

•a later stage of other regional organizations. 

Dr. EVANG considered that Dr. Hydef s observations had raised a 

question of considerable importance, on which a statement should be made 

by the Secretariat. He pointed out that the initial agreement m t h the 

Pan American Sanitary Bureau constituted a working arrangement, but that 

the Bureau would not become a regional •office in the sense of the Cons-

titution until fina丄 integration» The working arrangement did not , 

however, preclude the possibility of the Organization's financing some 

of the work of PASB. 

Dr. MáNI stated that if all the contemplated regional organizations 

had not come into being by the end of 1949, the balance of 1100,000 should 

be made available for those which had been established during that year. 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with the view expressed by Dr. Mani. 

. • • • 

Dr. ZOZliYk asked for clarification of the statement that the. Pan 

American Sanitary Bureau would not become a regional office in the sense 
• " . . . . 

of the Constitution after receipt of the necessary fourteeri ratifications^ 

The CHAIRMAN said that Dr. Evang1s remarks were not to be construed 

as meaning that the Pan American Sanitary Bureau would not receive funds 

from WHO. The question at issue was the position of PASB from the 

constitutional point of view。 

Dr» HYDE Said that a distinction must be made between the completo 

and final integration of the Bureau with WHO, and the Bureau's serving 

as a regional office of WHO. Attention had been paid to t i n f i r m 丄 Л 

aspect in the agreement. 
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The DIRE.CTOR-GSNER;:L, in reply to Dr. Evang, said it was clear that 

Sanitary . 

under the initial agreement the Pan American/Bureau did not, in the 

constitutional sense, become a regional office of WHO. Article 45 of 

the Constituti.nn squired that "each regional organization shall be an 

integral part of tho Organization in accordance with this Constituticn. 

The initial agreement did net bring the Pan ^jnerican Sanitary Bureau 

into WHO as an integral part of the Organization. •That stage had net 

been reaohed on the signing of the initial agreement whichr howevor, • 

was a step towards integration• 

A3 regards the Administrative Office for Europe, the official title 

cf which was the "Special Temporary Administrative Office for Europe", 
‘ •. 

it was not in the same category at all as à regional office. 
• . • 

Decision: It was agreed to allocate #200,000 for the financing of 

existing, regional organizations or these to be established in the 

near futuro, the remaining |100,000 to be put aside for the develop-

'ment of additional regional organizations. In the event of such 

additional regional organizations not being established the balance 

of |100,000 was to be made available, at the discretion of the 

Director-General^ for the existing organizations. 

The CH/iIRMaN, in reply to Dr. GE^R, .agreed that further consideration 

would bo given to the question during discussion of the 1949 budget at 

subsequent meetings cf the Ebcecutive Board. 

With reference to Dr. van den BERGTs proposal that a paper should 

be prepared by the Secretariat, outlining the financial relationship 

» . 

between the central and regional organizations cf 1/ÏH0, the CHAIRMAN said 

that he felt that such a work could best be done by a small working group. 

. . . . . 

In a discussion as to whether it was appropriate to sot up a working 

group at the present time, Dr* Mani expressed the (pinion that the time 

was not yet ripe to formulate specific relationships between the central 
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office and regional organisations which did not yet exist, and that i t 

would be preferable to do so cn the basis of actual working experience. 

Dr. HYDE felt that the establishment of regional offices necessitated 

certain provisional planning, in respect cf the types of expenditure 

that would have, to be met. 

The CHAIRMAN, stressed the fact that there was no intention that the 

working group should formulate a policy, but that it would confine it-

self to preparing a working paper, on the financial relationship between ' 

- • • 

the central organization and the regional organizations. 

• • j 

M., GROS (Observer^ United Nations) stated that the Co-crdination 

Committee of the United Nations, presided,over by the Secretary-General, 

was to consider the whole question of the regional organizations cf the 

United Nations and specialised agencies. The results of the. 

deliberations of that committee would be.available shortly. 
• . “ ‘ . ' . . . . . 

* • . . . . . 

Dr* EVANG recalled that a proposal had been made to the Committee• 

on Programme during the Health Assembly, to the effect that the central 

organization should limit its activities to statutory functions and 

that all other work should be passed to the regional' organizations. 

The proposal had been rejected by a large majcrity, but he thought it 

would be useful for the working party to refer to the discussion that 

had taken place. • 

Decision: To set up a wcrking party composed of' Dr, Dowling, 

• Dr. Evang, Hafezi, Dr. Hyde, Dr. Mani, Dr. Kozusznik and the 

Chairman of the Board, to consider and prepare a report on the 

financial relationship between the central and regional organisations 

of WHO., 
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Advisory and Administration Serv丄ggs.to Governments (Paragraph 

1осш1епГЕВ2/175~… ~ 一
 :

~ 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that consideration should be given paragraph 

by paragraph to. the suggested criteria to be applied by the Director-

General in approving programmes under which advisory and administration 

services v/ould be rendered 2 of document EB2/17). 

, • * 1 . • 

Dr. MACKENZIE ask气d nvhat was meant by available personnel^ in 

the second paragraph on page 2 of document EB2/17 • He s tare s sod the 
• ‘ • • s 

extreme importance to ТШО̂  in cases iwhere help was given to governments, 

of sending the very best personnel obtainable for the purpose. 

..The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the phrase t:available personnel15 

meant 'available from any source within the limits of the Budget". 

Where possible members of the staff would be used, but if that were not 

feasible efforts would be m^de to obtain other personnel on lo.an for 

short periods' from governments^ universities or other sources. 

Dr. HYDE considered, in view of the fact that the Health Assembly-

had given directions on. the overall prograimne and guidance on how funds 

would bo spent in particular fields, that point ^o.. 1 of the criteria 

should have been that decisions厂 plans or programmes of the World Health 

Assembly, end relative decisions of the Executive Board, -were to be taken 

. . . . . i . , . • “ ' 

into account. He wa.s prepared to leave the suggestion, which was 

already expressed in the introductory paragraph of Section 3 / to the 

Drafting Committee• 

The first of the principles enumerated read: 

"Decisions, plans or programes of United Nations or specialized 

agencies are kto be taken into account，if they relate to the 

subject of a request." 

Decision: ÏÏtie paragraph was accepted. 

The second principle read: 

,!The importance of the problem to. the total health programme of 

the requesting country. If no plan exists, assistance may be 

offered in developing, a plan preliminary to further consideration• 
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Decision: The paragraph was accepted subject to the substitution 

of вЛо1е health" f.or '-'total healthfl. • 

The third principle read: 

«The relative ability of the country itself to provide the service s 

required as measured by the availability of trained personnel, of 

means of training personnel or of foreign currency." 

Dr. VAUCEL drew attention to the question of foreign currency. Cases 

might occur where a government intended to carry on a certain type of work 

and possessed all essentials Dvith the exception of the necessary .technical 

. • ‘ * � 

eQuipmont^ which it did not possess the means to purchase from a foreign 

country. He ^wished to know what assistance WHO could render in such a 

case. There appeared to be two solutions: first for 1H0 to supply the 

equipment, or secondly, for the government to provide the required sums 

in its local-currency and for WHO to supply the equivalent foreign currency• 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNEîlAL said that the point involved the iwhclo question 

of supply by WHO, #iich had not yet been determirxed。 Many requests had 

been received from governments for extensive material under the 1949 pro-

gramme and the Board would have to consider to what extent tho Organization 

should go into the field of supply. xt could do so, but buying for coun-

tries in foreign currencies and ccllecting in local currenciss was a com-

plicated financial transaction which would require a considerable increase 

in personnel. His view was that it was hardly within the competence of 

WHO to accept local currency for purchase of material in another currency. 

He quoted, in that connexion, the directions of the. Health Assembly 

(Document A/89 Rev. 1，paragraph VI) s 

哪 i t h respect to advisory and administration services to govern-

ments the Üirector-General shall， in consultation with receiving 

governments, take steps to recover such cost cf materials, supplies 

and equipment furnished by the Organization out of the sums appro-

priated under this section as these governments are able to repay • 

and shall report to the next Health assembly the sums as г о covered.51 ‘ 

No funds had been appropriated as yet for this service by the Bo^rd. 

Dr. HYDE wished to be assured that the expression ^relativo ability" 

would be interpreted as a measure of intellectual as-well as financial 

ability, as countries in a sound financial position might nevertheless 
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desire such services. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL assumed that Dr. Hyde was speaking not only for 

the United States but also for groups of countries which were, in a similar 

position. He suggested that the discussion should be based on the situa-

tion of those countries which would ordinarily be ruled out if the criter-

ion were their ability to pay for services. • ’ • 

The CHAIRMAN assured Dr. Hyde that the need for services would not be 

measured by money alone. 

Dr. MACKENZIE mentioned the discussion by the Committee on Administra-

tion and Finance of the Health Assembly, at which it had been agreed that 

governments might ordinarily be asked to meet the expendable.supplies in-

volved in teams going into their couriiries, as contrasted with - the team 

equipment which would be borne by WHO. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, replying to a question by Dr. VAUCEL as to what 

extent groups of countries which were poorly placed in regard to：procure-

ment of foreign currency could receive assistance from Ш 0 9 said that in 

such cases, where countries were unablé to repay the Organization for the 

supply of materials^ those supplias would be limited only by the appro-

priations made by the Executive Board at the request of the particular 

country. He added that it would be open to the Organization to accept in 

local currencies such amounts as it could use àdvantageously.. However, the 

acceptance of local currencies to repay the Organization for such supplies 

would, to the same extent^ reduce the amount of such looal currency as it 

would be possible to accept in annual contributions to the Organization. 

He reminded the Bo;ard that the Assembly had decided that for 1948 all pay-

ments would be in United States dollars or Skiss francs but that for 1949 

the Director-General would be authorized to accept such amounts of contri-

butions the Organization wâs- able to use, 'in local currency.; 

Dr. EVANG said that the Board was not at present in a .position t-

solve the problem tinder discussion. Many countries were in precisely the 

same' position as that outlined by Dr。 Vaucel and the amounts involved were 

considerable. The'only practical contribution vwhich ТОЮ çovld make. at the 

present stage was limited to providing the equipment for•field teams 
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Decision: The paragraph, was accopted with, the dele-tlon cf 

tlie w)rd" R e l a t i v e b e f o r e ability" ' • . . . " 

The next principle reads 

"The probability of achieving successful and useful 

results, malaria services should give priority to 

programmes in areas /where greatest results，an be 

aohiëved in increased production of food and increased 

productivity of labour 

Dre van den BERQ thought the wording of the paragraph gave the 

impression that production of food was giten a greater relative 

importance 办 han malaria control. 

M» GROS (Observer, United Nations) wondered "whether the paragraph 

addád anything, to what had preceded it : it was quite obvious that 

the Director-General would not initiate any programme if he had not 
‘ • * ••• . 

taken into account the probability of its success• 

The CHAIRMAN proposed.the deletion of the second phrase， so that 

the paragrafii would read: "The probability of achieving successful 

and useful results 

Decision: The Chairman1 s proposal iwas accepted. 

The'next principle read: 

"Relevant recommendations of an expert committed• 

Problems may be referred to an expert committee for 

recommendation•“ 

Decision: Sie paragraph was accepted "without diecuôsion. 

The next principle read: 

"'There should be reasonable assurance of satisfactory 

co-operation on the part of the Goveramerit thrcu^iout the. 

programme • Normally^ the Government i/vill be expected to 

contribute to the programme by meeting such costs "within 

the country as can be met in domestic currency 

Drt MANI, referring to the last sentence, agreed that that "was 

a principle on nvhich the Organization had hitherto been working, but 

felt that it wculd have certain undesirable repercussions• For 

instance，owing to lack of funds^ a country "where malaria was rife 

mi^it not be able to put into effect an anti-malaria programme^ 

althou^ It had local experts available. According to the second 

part of this paragraphл WHO would help that country with foreign 

experts because thej" would be paid for in a oxirrenoy other than the 
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local currency, but if local experts were employed, at a quarter the 

ccst^ the country would have Jic pay. He wondered -vdiether there was 

a way of avoiding such a situation, as it would make a great difference 

to the health programmes of certain countries « 

Dr» STAMPAR expressed the opinion that the retention of the second 

sentence would mean that everything would by paid for by the government 

If foreign experts were sent to a country their living expenses and 

even perhaps transportation costs could be paid for in local currency 

and no help would be needed from T/VHO. 

The CHAIEMAN thought the second sentence called for an explanation 

by the Secretariat regarding the obligations ôf the government and 

TOO respectively t 

Dr^ MANI asked for another point to be deált with Ъу the 

Secretariat at the same.time « Would a person lent to a government for， 

say^ one year, have his boar、:： and lodging paid by the government for 

that period? He remarked th^t, if the same person remained at the 

headquarters he would have to pay his living expenses out of his salary, 

Drо GOODMAN (Secretariat) said the past and present practice 

regarding the division of expenses between T/fflO and the receiving 

country VJB.S that "when an expert - vdiether an ad hoc expert or a member-

of the staff - was sent to ^ country at the country's requestj his salary 

or hcncrarium and travel costs to and from the country wouïl d be paid by 

TOO； ^ i l s t in the country he would receive basic board and lodging‘and 

cost of travel va thin the ccuntryy or an allowance in lieu thereof» 

Regarding Dr* Mani!s second question, a distinction had tc be drawn 

according to the duration of the experts stay in the country: if less 

than one year, he would not be regarded as stationed in the country and 

would continue to draw his salary, the object being tc support his home 

elsewhere» He would be in the same position as members of the Executivè 
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Board attending meetings in Geneva• If officially stationed in a 

country; hewever^ he would not receive any allowances, 

Drw DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE thcugh-fe it was obvious that vihen the 

expenses of an expert were paid by the host country they would be paid 

in iocal currency. 

In reply to a question by Drt STAMPAR, Dr0 GOODMAN explained that 

up to 1 September persons permanently allocated to 1H0 field missions 

had received an allowance to cover the basie cost cf food and lodging 

and, -when necessary, lrundry* Under the new regulations they did not 

receive such an allowance but厂 in cases #iere expenses were much higher 

than at headquarters, they received a cost-of-living differential^ 

which^ under the terms of the signed agreements mth governments, was 

paid in local ourrency Ъу the government concernedé 

Dr о MACKENZIE thought a more precise definition was needed and 

that an invitation to a courrtry to share in the services provided by 

WHO should be accompanied by a definite statement regarding váxat 

expenses the coimtry would incur by having a mission or an expert• 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with Dr. Mackenzie and said tha.t^ #iilst 

awaiting the circulation to members of a supplementary note prepared by 

the Secretariat^ the Board could proceed to discussion cf the next 

paragraph； vàiich read: 

"The Government should be expected to give reasonable 

assurance that the programme m i l be continued; especially 

that the Government has, or will establish, a health 

organization -with personnel and financial support adequate 

to continue the p r o g r a m m e ‘ 

Dr, EVANG said it wDuld net be necessary tc continue the programme 

if the problem had been solved^ and suggested the insertion of the words 

"if necessary"f The CHAIRMAN agreed that a reserVdtion should be made 

regarding the ccntinuation of a programme t 
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Dr, HYDE proposed that the paragraph should be amended to.read: 

"The Government.should be expected to give reasonable assurance that 

the programme will be continued "where appropriate ； • • • " 

Dr, EVANG asked that^ in writing to governments, the Secretariat 

should give consideration tc constitutional implications regarding 

funds to be made available for süch programmes. 

Decision: The paragra^ was adopted as amended by Dr# Hyde 

and the Secretariat was ásked to take note of Dr* Ëvaag^" 

request » 

The next principle read: 

"Shculd the .requests exceed the available budget， 

every effort will• be made to assure eqioitable distribution. 

This may be accomplished by progressively stricter 

application of the guiding principles•“ 

Decision: • The paragraph was adopted withcut discussion. 

Before proceeding to discussion cf the next item, the CHAIRMAN 

reminded the Beard that the guiding principles had net been adopted 

as a whole ；. certain amendments had to be made by the Drafting Committee 

and a supplementary note by the Secretariat relating tc one paragraph 

was awaited. 

Teehnlcal Services (Fellowships and Medical Literature)• 

(Docment EB2/17 Add 2). 

Drf HYDE considered, it was not necessary for the Board to review 

. * - • . . . • 

the document, having given the Director-General authority to apply 

certain principles and determine the programmes. He therefore 
！

,
 • -r • 

proposed that the Board should take note of 

In reply to a question by Drt STAMPAR, Dr,. GOODMAN pointed cut the 

references in the document to the requests received from Yugoslavia• 

He explained the difficulties experienced in the production of the 

document and said tihe -original requests from gcverrmeuts were available 

for examination by members of the Board, 

Dr. MCKENZIE said there were certain amendmènts in connexion 
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’-with the requests from the United. Kingdom which he hoped the Secretariat 

would ^áke into gcccunt, The United; Hngdom had written saying that in 

principle they wished to share in the services but that a definite reply 

• . • 4. •' ‘
： 

could net be given irntil the obligations involved were known• 

Regarding the Assembly decision that consideration should be given 

.to asking countries able to do so to contribute towards the cost cf 

fellbwships 'gx^ailtéd to their candidates, Dr9 Macken2iei felt that it 

would be wise to ask countries to make a reasonable contribution. I f 

countries contributed they would appreciate tile service mere; the 

• ' • ' • . ： . • . : . — — • • . ： 

• feilowg isrotild. bè .more likely to continue in government service;' and ‘ 
' . ： • • . • • ' 

it would avoid pauperization.: He.suggested that a note should be 

included in the letters to governments informing tjiem that they would be 

expected to make a reasonable'contributidn towards the cost of the 

fellowships. The lack of information on that, point raised-difficulties 

for ccüntriés, particularly non—self—governing-territories, "wishing to 

participate, : • . • • . . • • 

In reply to the CHAIRMAN !S request for the reference to the 

Assembly decision, Dr, Mackenzie said he would look it up and give it 
* á . .‘ ‘ • • • . ». . ,： . . _ . , . . •• ’ • 

later, . . .… ...•:’.： 

:
 ‘ '•• ‘ - ‘ ‘： ‘ ‘ •： • . . “ ； 、’.，. . ，. 

Dr, EVANG seconded Dr, Hyde's proposal that the Board should take 
_ . •‘ ‘ '• ‘ •• « .. .. , • . , ’ . . , . 

‘ • ‘ ‘ ‘ • ... •‘ • • . • ‘ , 
note of the document， but agreed to the Chairman1s suggestion that the 

* • .... .• ： • • , , 、 ： ’ . , • . 

Director-General be instructed to proceed with the execution of the 

programmes• 

"“‘ ' • ’ " r • « .... .. r-

Dr, STAMPAR said he had' no objection* but asked that Yugoslavia^ 

r ' , • 

•• • .. ‘ -. - >• f. / , ； ‘ ； ； . . . . . '* � 
request for $>10^OÛU for bocks should be recorded* 

了 « - • • 

ïïib 'CHAIRMAN asked the Secretariat tc tak^ note cf Diy Stampar's 

request» # •: 

Decision: Dccumem; EB2/17 Add.2 was adopted and the 

Í)irectcr-Generái authorized tc- prcpe.ed "with the . 

implementation of the programmes• 
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Dr. MACKENZIE then quoted the ;reference to the Assembly decision, 
• , 

‘contained in dçcument a/78 R e v , l ” Third Report of the Committee on 

Programme, page 2f item ±2Д.8.«ЗД,, which seated:. 

" It is. recommended that consideration should be given to the 

following points jn the granting of fellowshipsr ' 

(a) the possibility of granting fellowships of short 

duration to candidates In key positions; 

(b) the desirability of contributions being made by countries 

in a position to do so, towards the cost of the fellowships 

granted .to their candidates#
M. 

Dre EVANG, whilst agreeing that governments should pay párt of the 

services, f elté that the rule was net a strict one and m s of less 

practical importance in the case of fellowships} and that tiie Director^ 

General shculd be*given a great deal of discretion• 

‘ Dr# MACKENZIE agreed, but thought it was important, from a practical 

point of view, for a country to. know beforehand the extent of its 
• . • . • 

financial obligations• 
é • 

The CHAIRMAN agreed with Dr. Mackenzie , ‘ 

» ‘ f • 

Dr，MANI referred to the three types of fellowships: fully-paid • 

fellowships, in which all the coats were borne by IHOj unpaid fellow-
• i ' '' 

ships, in which the country concerned made use of the Fellowship 

Division of the Secretariat but met all the expenses out of its own 

.budget, and partly-paid fellowships, by v/hich, if a government wished 

.to pay a proportion of tiîe cost, it could have fellowships additional 

to the WHO fully-paid fellowships. There was nq definite implication 

thát all fellowships were юо be contributed to by the governments 

concerned; . there was no obligation on the part of a government to pay 
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something towards all fellowships• … 

‘ D r % STAMPAR said he was s\ire Yugoslavia would be prepared to pay 

travelling expenses to any Cb\oritry If' they could be paid in local 

currency• 

îhe CHAIRMAN said every country would, have its quota and could 

decide on the type cf fellowship desired• 
.. . . . • - •• •‘ 

Dra MACKENZIE reiterated his view that information regarding any-

financial obligations -which might fall upon governments in relation 

to fellowships should be conveyed in the^ invitation» . 

Dr» HYDE thought the distribution of fellowships should be made 

in terms of the major programmes of "WHO rather than on. a purely 

geographical%basis• The CHAIRMAN reassured him on that peint» 

•in reply to a question by Dr» GEAÈ, Mr# SIEGEL (Secretariat) 

explained that the difference between the figure of $800,000 shewn 

in document EB2/17 for advisory and demonstration services to 

. • - • ‘ 
governments and the 1903,550 shown in document Á/89 Reve 1 represented 

the amount required for the central office staff for these functions• 

• . • « . 

Allocation by the Executive Board» 

. . • • • 
The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee on Administration and 

Finance cf the Health Assembly, in approving the allocation to programmes, 

had decided to allocate $70,000 and left it to thé Executive Board to 

authorize the Director-General to ?make- use cf that svm in the ful-

filment of the five programmes ‘ • • • 

Decision: Paragrafñ 4 of dôcximent* EB2/17 wâs adopted» 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that items 1Л，7.3. and 7 . 4 of the agenda 

had been covered in the discussion on allocation cf funds9 and that 

item 7 Д (document EB2/17 Add tl) had already been dealt т/dth by the 

allocation of $200，000 for regional offices now being established. 
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2 , • HEADQUARTEhS AND REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS (Documents EB2/24 and 

EB2/24 Adi»2) (Item 13 cf the Agenda), 

Dr, STAMPAR proposed that discussion of this item should be 

postponed until Monday^ tc àliow consultation with representatives 

_ . ‘ * 

of- the government concerned. This was seconded 'by Dr. KOZUSZNIK, 

Decisions Tiie Board agreed to defer discussion of Item 134 

The meeting rose at 6 Д 5 p.m 
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